. Bereshit, (Soncino, Italy, 1488) computer; the clock has always been the heart of any digital system. However the rst problems which required a deep understanding of temporal issues came in with the birth of distributed computing systems, where the de nition of a global time has to cope with nite propagation delays Lam1]. We shall see that today, thanks to the widening of the dimensions of silicon devices achieved with Wafer Scale Integration, and with the very high switching rates attainable with ballistic transistor technologies, the notion of a single de nite time is questionable even for a single circuit! However, time is a concern not only for computer systems architects, but, during the eighties, it became increasingly relevant in many application elds, such as real-time control systems, information systems, automatic reasoning systems, planning systems, etc.. Accordingly, new kinds of time have been introduced such as calendar (wall-clock) time, execution time, simulation time, etc.. Aim of this paper is to introduce several aspects of time in the heterogeneous world of Informatics and de ne ontologies for time in di erent domains of computers and their applications, and not to discuss the very nature of time by itself, a philosophical problem which is to remain open forever. However, in sections 1.1 and 1.2 we are going to give some philosophical and physical background, because, from the richness of often contrasting ideas, developed in the framework of these disciplines, many useful concepts have been derived; we shall leave the reader to confront himself against them, following his personal belief. Section 2 deals with architectural aspects, and section 3 with information systems applications.
Philosophical Theories
Since the oldest times and in the commonsense feeling space and time have been perceived as something di erent from the other objects and processes; they have been considered either as some kind of structured containers of events in the natural world (absolutistic view) or just as some kind of abstraction to represent the relations among objects and processes (relational view). These views correspond to the di erent conceptions about the reality of the physical world and about the classical concept of \substance".
However, while the modern conception gives space and time the same dignity, philosophers in the classical times { noticeably those of the Eleatic school { gave space a greater attention, while considering time just as a \disturbance" in their conceptual systems. Time, in particular, was given mainly a practical role, being connected to the changes evidenced by astronomical phenomena and by the problem of motion. Therefore its metrical properties were considered, while no clear distinction was made between events happening in time and time itself. This conception explains also the cyclical structure attributed to time since the most archaic thinkers, which survived up to the modern era. Typical of this conception is the Heraclitus doctrine of \transmutation" { later recalled by the Stoic school { in which the world was endlessly involved in a birth and death cycle, the substance remaining essentially unchanged. The links of time to the celestial phenomena is further pushed by Plato, for whom time is being produced by the revolution of the celestial sphere and was created with it.
The rst to perceive the problem of di erentiating time from movement was Aristotle Ari1]; he thought that time was the numerable aspect of motion, in the ordering of \before" and \after"(IV, 11) 2 , time and motion de ning each other, while distinguishing between them since time cannot cease or change its speed like ordinary motions do. He also perceived that the uniform circular motion can be used to measure time (IV, 12)(IV, 14) and he raised the problem of the nature of \present" as a separating instant between \past" and \future" (IV, 10). However he arrives at seemingly contradictory conclusions since in (VIII, 1) he claims an in nite, open, and continuous structure of time, while in (VIII, 8) he states that in nity and continuity are only possible on the circle, thus { in this fact following Plato { linking time to the perfect circular and uniform motion of heavens.
It was the Atomistic school, mainly with Democritus and Hepicurus, the rst who abandoned the cyclic view of time while retaining its in nity: time was not created, hence there is no beginning for time; however for them the future is still closed since evolution is but a transformation of states.
The relation of time to modal logic was another topic which concerned ancient thinkers; temporal quanti ers such as sometimes, never, always, etc. were directly connected to the notions of possibility and of necessity by the Megarians and the Stoics. Their views diverged on the inclusion of the present time in the de nition of necessity and of possibility: Stoics { namely Diodorus Chronus { considered as possible that which is realized at some present-or-future time 2 The numbering in parenthesis refer to book and chapter of Ari1] and as necessary that which is realized at every future time; Megarians, on the other hand, did not admit the now-relativization and de ned as possible that which is realized at some time and necessary that which is realized at all times RUr1].
We must make a jump of nearly a millennium before time is considered again as a philosophical issue; with St. Augustine the linearity of time is de nitely assessed on the basis of theological arguments Aug1] (even if the circular view survived for a long time). Another important issue is risen by Augustine, although the problem had already been pointed out by Aristotle Ari1] (IV, 14): time is presented as a subjective feeling; only present is real, past is identi ed with memory and future with expectation, both memory and expectation being present facts connected with the human mind Aug2].
In Middle Age also temporal modalities had a great success thanks to the Arabic logician Avicenna, to St Thomas Aquinas, and to the British school (William of Ockham, Albert of Saxony, and John Buridan) RUr1]. We shall come back to this subject in section 3.
Therefore we can say that by the beginning of the 5th century A. D., and even well before, some major issues in the nature and in the structure of time had been identi ed:
{ linearity vs. circularity; { niteness vs. in nity; { openness vs. closure; { discreteness vs. continuity; { absolute fpast, present, futureg vs. relative fbefore, concurrentwith, afterg ordering; { objectivity vs. subjectivity; { de nition of temporal modalities.
During the 17th century a separation process begins between the natural sciences and philosophy, mainly due to methodological issues, but still we nd the same topics (and often the same authors) going on in parallel on the two sides. In this period other major discussions on the nature of time were carried on by Newton and Leibnitz dealing with the foundations of mechanics, we are going to mention in section 1.2, and, after them, a few other contributions were made by philosophers of the rationalistic and of the empiricist schools, respectively supporting an absolute against a relative view of time, until the work of E. Kant.
Kant adds to the traditional components of knowledge { the empiric sensations and the rational intellect { a new component, he calls intuition, which is present, in its primary form, with two modalities: space, the form of external sensibility, and time, the form of the internal sensibility. Space and time allow the formulation of a priori synthetic judgments which put together the experience from the real world with the necessary universality of the pure reasoning Kan1].
After Kant, physics and philosophy tend to concentrate on di erent goals, and space and time become de nitely scienti c objects themselves Pau1].
Time comes again as a philosophical topic in the second half of the twentieth century, in the frame of logic and linguistics, as we shall discuss in section 3.
Physical Theories
The birth of modern Mechanics, thanks to Copernicus and Galilei, and its great development due to Kepler, Newton and others, puts time in a privileged, central position as the independent variable in the observation and description of the motion and the formulation of the physical laws. Newton looks at time as a container of events, which homogeneously ows independently of anything else. It is an absolute mathematical entity, which can also be called duration. Relative time is the sensible measure of the duration we perceive by means of motion. Leibnitz, on the other hand, can be considered the father of relativism. Space and time only represent relative order relations and they do not possess any objective substantiality. The debate between the two opposite conceptions marks the following centuries until the fundamental work of A. Einstein Ein1] . The logical foundation of the restricted theory of relativity is the discovery that many statements, whose truth or falsity was thought to be demonstrable, were only conventional de nitions Rei2]. The major consequence of this consideration is the relativity of the simultaneity; we can say that two events are simultaneous only if they happen under our direct perception. Otherwise we must observe the local clocks of each of them and stipulate { by convention { a procedure which tells us if the two clocks mark the same time. However, to do that, we must exchange information and, as it was experimentally proven, this can be done only at a nite speed, the speed of light.
Without going into the details of the theory of relativity, for which we refer to Ein1] or to the tutorial exposition Ein2], we mention here two results which are relevant from the ontological point of view: rst, time looses its privileged position as the independent variable for describing natural phenomena, while only a four coordinate space-time continuum is used to express the physical laws; second, each event (a point in space-time) is the vertex of a twofold cone which contains the past and the future of the event itself. Points which belong to trajectories (world lines) lying within the cone are related to the vertex event by a precedence relation, which express causality. Points outside the cone are simply \elsewhere" and cannot be causally related to the event; they are independent of the event or concurrent with it. Therefore any interaction between two events can only occur within the intersection of their light cones as shown in Fig. 2 .
The reality of becoming, a problem which also bothered some philosophers in ancient times, was risen during the 19th century by the discovery of irreversible processes in thermodynamics. The temporal precedence relation is asymmetric, but is it also unidirectional? In other words, is there a time arrow? While a great di erence is empirically and psychologically observable between past and future (e.g. we can remember the past, but not the future and we can determine the future, but not the past), physicists still harshly debate whether there is a scienti cally provable theory in support of an anisotropy of time or not Rei2, Haw1].
The concepts of space and time discussed up to this point are the result of our perception of the world of the \middle dimensions"; when we enter in the world of microphysics, ruled by the laws of quantum mechanics, or in the deep spaces of relativistic cosmology we are not sure of the meaning itself of time. At the cosmological level we should de ne a cosmic time, to which all local clocks should synchronize, and this has been made through a set of very complex geometrical assumptions on the space-time Pau1]. As to the quantum theory, the non-deterministic nature of the micro-objects forces to extrapolate to the micro world, in an analogical way, the time concept used in the macro world Hei1]; even if the empirical results are very good, this make the theory inconsistent from an ontological point of view. The situation then is the following: the Universe is made by progressive aggregations of objects of increasing size, but no general de nition can be given of time which encompasses all the dimensions of it, from elementary particles to galaxies and quasars. Only sophisticated mathematical theories, mostly inconsistent with each other, support the di erent views of today theoretical physicists.
So the question is legitimate: is time a real time?
Time in Computer Systems
Computers, as a class of very complex digital systems, have always been deeply concerned with timing problems. Digital signals in fact are discrete both in space (the space of their values) and in time (the sampling instants). Therefore, a circuit generating well de ned periodical signals { the clock { has always been fundamental in many types of digital circuits and components.
Moreover, communication between di erent functional components inside the computer, for exchanging both control and data signals, need some information to synchronize their operations. This information is provided by the distribution of the clock signal around the chip, the board or the backplane of the computer.
A common abstraction which is made dealing with electronic circuits, consists in considering that the value of a signal is identical at all points along a given conductive path. The largest region for which this condition holds is called equipotential region Sei1]. As long as the propagation delay of the signals is much smaller than their frequency, the equipotential region is as large as to include the whole machine; in this case we can consider the clock as an absolute reference signal and build synchronous devices relying on it. However the progress in electronic technology in the recent years has been such as to increase device speeds up to 1 ns delay per logical gate, while reducing conductor sections and crowding devices on the chip. The result is that, owing to the increase in resistance and capacitance of the paths, propagation delays did not improve at the same rate. Therefore even a single chip cannot be considered anymore an equipotential region, not to say of Wafer Scale Integration components Fri1].
The presence of a clock skew, that is a di erence of phase of the global clock signal at di erent circuit locations, poses the designer of digital circuits problems similar to those faced by the distributed computing systems designer; the circuit must be divided into several equipotential regions, which communicate with each other following some precedence constraints, thus abandoning the notion of an absolute time and assuming a relativistic attitude.
On the other hand, in distributed computing systems the partial ordering of events, induced by the precedence relation, is not enough if we want to obtain fault-tolerance, performance, or hard real-time properties, and synchronization with physical time becomes necessary Lam1, Mok1]. In Neu1] it is reported how a clock drift in a Patriot missile software prevented it from adequately tracking the incoming Scud that hit the Dhahran barracks during the Gulf war.
In the following, we shortly examine the problems of generating clock signals in logic networks, and in section 2.2 those related to an ordered and reliable exchange of information in distributed systems.
The Clock
The simplest way to model a clock is to use a boolean signal (a square wave) whose transitions between the two voltage levels mark the clock ticks. This abstraction, however, does not take into account some important phenomena occurring in real circuits: metastability, nite rise time, and jitter.
While metastability is an important issue, related to the nature of cross coupled circuits, that should be avoided by designers since it can delay the next tick forever, here we are more concerned with the other two problems since they in uence the clock's precision. A nite rise time in uences the de nition of the exact instant at which the transition occurs, phase jitter consists in small variations of the intervals between transitions. Therefore a general model of a clock signal is Mes1]
x(t) = p(((f + f)t + (t)) modulo 1) (2:1) where:
{ p(t) is a 50% duty cycle square wave; { f is the nominal frequency; { f is a possible frequency o set; { (t) is the instantaneous phase variation.
(t) can represent a deterministic signal, a random process (e.g. white noise), etc. If we assume that (t) be a deterministic, continuous, and di erentiable function, then { for a clock to be \good" { the following conditions must hold: :2) i. e. the phase must be bounded and its derivative must have a time average equal to zero.
The instantaneous frequency is de ned as
If the average frequency (f + f) is a constant (i.e. the instantaneous frequency deviation d (t)=dt averages to zero) the clock is isochronous, while if f = f(t) the signal is anisochronous and its phase is not bounded. The jitter induced by a time-varying phase, with components greater than 10 Hz, is a very disturbing e ect in digital communications and it must be neutralized by the use of elastic store registers. The best clocks available today are based on transitions in the orbital states of an electron; the Hydrogen Maser has a frequency stability of 2 10 ?14 per day, with a maximum o set of 1 10 ?12 per year. These devices are used by national administrations to keep a standard reference time; the quartz oscillators used in computer systems show stabilities in the order of 10 ?6 per day.
It is out of the scope of this paper to go into the details of the structure and implementation of physical clocks, for which we address the reader to Mil1, DSn1]; however we must mention the fact that the use of clocks in logic networks puts some constraints on the shape and duration of the pulses generated by the local clock and the clock period must be adjusted so that there is a certainty period during which the output signal is guaranteed to be correct Mes2]. Then the simple boolean (one phase) clock and the combinational logic must obey the following rules (Fig. 3a) Sei1]:
{ the delay of the combinational logic must be greater than the clock width; less than the clock period; { the clock width must be greater than the time for charging the present state combinational inputs; less than the minimum combinational delay. If such a scheme could work with discrete components circuits, the satisfaction of all the constraints, in spite of the possible environmental changes, becomes unfeasible today for large systems, unless the clock is included on the integrated system chip.
Therefore multiple phase clocks have been de ned, in order to simplify the constraints and to provide a region of reliable operation in any working condition (Fig. 3b ) Sei1]. It should be noted that, when a clock skew is present, it is not always possible to choose the clock period large enough to fall into the certainty region and an additional delay must be added, so reducing the system throughput Mes2].
Synchronization in Distributed Systems
A distributed computing system is one in which computational units are spatially separated and communicate between each other by exchanging messages. More generally, we can say that a system is distributed if the message transmission delay is not negligible compared to the time between events in a single process Lam1]. The previous considerations, make the \spatially separated" attribute to shrink and to be applied to very di erent architectures as long as technology advances: wide area networks, local networks, multiprocessors, wafer scale circuits, etc. Moreover, in distributed systems we often nd as many independent clocks as the number of computational units; this is the common case of a set of loosely connected processors. Therefore, in large computer networks the Internet Network Time Protocol (NTP) is adopted as a standard to synchronize the clocks of a number of Time Servers and to automatically organize and maintain a Time Synchronization Subnet to keep their accuracy with respect to the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) provided by the national standards. The synchronization subsystem in Internet is plesiochronous, since there are several master oscillators which are closely synchronized in frequency, but not phase-locked to a single frequency standard Mil1].
We can say in general that synchronization is the action of making di erent processes in a computer network or di erent parts of a circuit or di erent clocks to agree on a same time reading.
In the context of multiprocessors and of distributed systems, where processes are executed in a real concurrent environment, synchronization insures that operations occur in the logically correct order, and it allows the establishment of causal implications between events in di erent computational units. In fact, Fig. 3 . clock schemata the happened before relation, which is implicit in any sequential computation, is meaningful and systemwide consistent only if events are referred to a single clock, otherwise it can only establish a partial order for the set of events happening under the same local clock, as we saw in section 1.2. As an example, such considerations are essential in many concurrency control and recovery algorithms for distributed transaction management. Leslie Lamport was the rst to recognize this fact, rising { within the computer scientists community { the duality between a relative and an absolute time Lam1]. Partial ordering of events, in fact, can be obtained getting rid of any physical \real" time, by just relying on local logical clocks which are but a non decreasing monotonic function mapping events on the set of integers; any such a logical clock can be implemented by a counter without any link to actual time.
In an isolated distributed system, i.e. one which does not interact with an external environment, it is even possible to get a total ordering built on a set of partially ordered logical clocks; a distributed algorithm, based on the exchange of \time stamped" messages among the di erent processes, which achieves a somehow arbitrary total ordering was given in Lam1]. Rules to obtain a \causal ordering" from partially ordered logical clocks appear in Fid1].
However, in many cases, such as in real-time systems, in fault-tolerant systems, and to avoid anomalous behaviours (e.g. by actions which bypass the system's normal operation and could violate the cause-e ect relation by \making holes" in the \light cone" of the events), the interactions between the system and the environment must be explicitly taken into account. This is possible recurring to physical clocks Lam1, LMS1, Sha1]; therefore we must deal again with the precision and the drift of physical clocks and with the propagation delay occurring in message transmission 3 . In his paper Lam1], Lamport gives a limit for avoiding anomalous behaviours when using physical clocks: be 1 the frequency drift of a physical clock, the greatest (small) di erence between two clocks readings at the same time, the shortest transmission time for interprocess communication, then the following inequality should hold To keep (2.4) valid over long time intervals, clocks must be periodically synchronized; an algorithm and a bound for the resynchronization period is also given in Lam1]. Not surprisingly, the conditions set by this algorithm on the physical clocks behaviour closely match those in (2.2).
Anomalous behaviour however can arise in a distributed system not only due to shortcuts through the environment, but also because of faults in the clocks or in the processes involved in their synchronization. Some algorithms which maintain clock synchronization even in the presence of faults have been proposed in the literature setting bounds on the worst-case skew, on the total number of clocks necessary (and su cient) to obtain synchronization in presence of m malicious (Byzantine) faults, on the number of messages to be exchanged among the partners to obtain synchronization, etc. WLy1, LMS1, KOc1]. Moreover, since the topic is an intriguing one, formal and mechanical proofs of their correctness (or of aws in them) have been given DHS1, Sha1]; a survey of software and hardware fault-tolerant synchronization in distributed systems is provided in RSB1].
Other very interesting points about synchronization in natural systems can be found in GCo1, Win1].
Looking back at this section from an ontological point of view, we notice that, in the generation and dissemination of a time-reference signal, the following questions are addressed:
{ physical clocks are continuous while logical clocks are discrete, therefore an optimal granularity must be chosen, based on application constraints; { absolute time vs. relative time is resolved in favor of the rst, but at the price of establishing complex communication protocols for synchronizing local clocks; { absolute time is used for establishing causal relations, which are essential in many applications to obtain reliability.
Time Representation in Information Systems
After dealing with the nature of time in section 1 and with its materialization in section 2, we are going to present here the di erent representations of time which have been used in Information Systems.
Philosophers began to consider time again in the middle forties, in the frame of cognitive sciences and linguistics. The rst approaches Rus1, Qui1] regarded time just as a variable in rst order predicate calculus. Tense Logic was de ned by Prior Pri1] as a particular kind of modal logic, for reasoning about the modalities of the discourse; a systematic exposition of Temporal Logic was given by Rescher and Urquhart in RUr1] and by Van Benthem in Van2].
In the logicians' community there is a strong debate on the need of creating a non standard Temporal Logic. Scholars having mathematical and physical background and interests claim that times can be designated by terms in a rst order theory, which is more than adequate for time modeling. Besides Russel and Quine, these authors { referred often to as detensers { comprise Allen, McDermott, Kowalski and others. People interested in linguistic aspect of logic, on the other hand, feel that time is tightly woven into languages, under the form of di erent tenses of the verb, and they relate modal to temporal notions, as we saw in section 1.1; Prior and Von Wright belong to this tensers school. Just to show how things become complicate, we only mention that, in his theory of tense, Reichenbach de nes three di erent times for each tense: an utterance time, at which the sentence is expressed, a reference time, which we refer to in the sentence, and an event time, which is the object of the sentence; with such a scheme he can explain structures like the future perfect tense Rei1]. We do not insist on this point because we think it has a technical more than a substantial nature; after all, the two approaches are not in contrast with each other since the rst order approach can be used as an interpretation for the modal one Gal2]. In the meanwhile, Temporal Logic arose the interest of computer scientists both for its capability of expressing the needs of temporal description in knowledge engineering applications and for providing a rigorous formalism for specication and veri cation of concurrent and Real-Time software. As Galton points out, in the rst eld \... temporal logic is used to enable computer programs to reason about the world ...", while in the second it is used \... to enable the world to reason about computer programs ..." Gal2]. In the following, we shall review the fundamental ontological issues common to both elds, then the choices made for the di erent applications will be presented.
Primitive Time Entities.
One of the most fundamental questions in the whole ontological issue, which raises a sort of "chicken-and-egg" problem, is the choice of the primitive time entity. Three are the options found in the literature: { points of time (instants); { segments of time (intervals); { occurrences in time (events).
Obviously these concepts can be derived from each other Van1], however the choice is not trivial as far as the application world modeling is concerned. Instants can be viewed as the limit of intervals shrinking to zero duration, while intervals are de ned by a beginning and an ending point. Events are considered di erently whether an absolute or a relative view is taken. In the rst case, time ontologically precedes events since it is a container of events and it is used to distinguish among them; in the second case events ontologically precede time since events are used to identify time instants! Moreover events are spatio-temporal entities, as we saw in section 1.2, therefore their role as basic temporal entities is questionable.
Time Topology.
Since Time has a dynamic nature, it comes spontaneous to de ne trajectories in time so that any two time entities can be related by an order relation; the question at issue is if the order is a total or a partial one. In the rst case, each time entity has at most one predecessor and one successor; this property can be mapped on the in nite line -thus producing a true linear time -or on a closed (circular) line -thus producing a periodic time 4 . If only a partial order is allowed, one speaks of a branching time, in the sense that each time entity can have many predecessors (branching in the past) and many successors (branching in the future). 4 To be rigorous, periodic time can be de ned only after a metric has been de ned; see later.
While the linear time model is the standard in natural sciences (e. Branching time raised a dispute on whether it should be interpreted as branching of time or branching in time, i.e. if branching is a structural property of time, or it is the course of events which branches in a linearly structured time. The second view has been generally accepted because of its simplicity and conceptual clarity (how could we establish precedence relations between divergent courses of time?). On the other hand, the distinction only makes sense in an absolutistic conception, while the relativistic point of view clears out the duality since events constitute time RUr1].
Temporal Relationships.
One of the rst consequences of an instant based against an interval based description emerges when we consider the relationship between any two entities.
With a point description, a simple precedence relation is all that we need; with intervals we need a set of 13 di erent relations (Fig. 4) : before(x y), meets(x y), overlaps(x y), during(x y), starts(x y), nishes(x y), their inverses and equal(x y) All1 ]. The relationship between time entities exhibits some problems as far as the boundary conditions are concerned. We can ask whether every time has a successor (predecessor) or if there is a last ( rst) moment in time. Notice that boundedness does not imply that time is nite or in nite, which is a metrical property.
If no beginning and no ending times exist, we can de ne a homogeneous time structure, where the local environment of any temporal position is temporally equivalent to any other. This makes simulation possible by compressing a long real time into a shorter simulation time on the continuous time line 5 .
Speaking in terms of intervals, the question is whether they are open (closed) at one or at both ends. This property is especially relevant for the meets(x y) relation, where a dividing instant exists when some variable which is true in x becomes false in y (or viceversa), i.e. a state change intervenes between the two intervals. If we remain in a classical logic context, symmetric models of the kind closed-closed or open-open must be ruled out in the description of physical systems, because it is impossible that p and :p be both false (Excluded Third principle) or both true (Non Contradiction principle) at the same instant; in other terms, we should choose between contradiction and indeterminacy! Time Structure.
The problem above is closely connected to the kind of structure we use to represent time. Many authors feel time is continuous in the sense that time points can be mapped on the set R of real numbers and time intervals are totally covered by a set of subintervals. Others think that a dense structure, i.e. one that maps time entities on the set Q of rationals, is enough to represent all real life situations. Finally a strong claim is made in many software engineering applications for a discrete time structure, mapping points or intervals on the integers set Z. Obviously, choosing Q or Z makes the problem of the dividing instant to vanish, while R and Q rule out niteness.
A deep discussion on time entities and their algebraic and logic structures and implications can be found in Van1, Van2].
Temporal Metric.
Both in Arti cial Intelligence and in Software Engineering applications, purely logical and topological features are not enough to model all the properties of real systems. Quantitative concepts must be introduced into temporal systems, transforming them into chronological systems, by de ning a distance function between any two time entities, which satis es at least the following conditions: a) the null distance between two entities is de ned d(t; t 0 ) = 0 i t = t 0 ; b) distances among any three entities obey the triangular inequality d(t; t 0 ) + d(t 0 ; t 00 ) d(t 00 ; t 0 ):
Therefore, the set of values for the temporal variables constitute a metric space in which it is possible to correlate an arbitrary time entity with a unique number, which represents the distance of the entity itself from a reference element. Usually this is assumed to be the identity element of the additive group formed by the set of the time values together with the (relative) addition operation; in this case the identity element is the zero and distances add up in the usual arithmetic way RUr1, Koy1]. Such groups have an intrinsic linear ordering relation which is symmetric with respect to past and future, the identity element behaving as the present time.
In true branching time structures the notion of a metric time becomes tricky. In fact one could measure distances between the projections of the elements on an underlying (linear) time axis, but simultaneity could bring to a violation of condition a); moreover we are not assured that clocks in di erent branches behave in the same way, thus granting the comparability of the measures RUr1].
The introduction of a metric entails the de nition of metric units, which de ne the granularity of the time structure, e.g. year, day, minute, etc.. Moreover, we can express a temporal proposition in terms of a chronologically stable time speci cation, i.e. a date such as "April 26th 1992", or in terms of a chronologically unstable one, i.e. a pseudo-date such as "the day after tomorrow".
Finally, it is the introduction of metric time which allows us to de ne periodic (circular) time and its representation as a sequence of intervals of equal length on the time line. Such a representation is useful to clearly distinguish between past and future of repeating events, whereas on the circle they coalesce. More complex spatial topologies, such as helix, which can account both for periodicity and evolution in time, are seldom mentioned in the literature.
A compact and structured summary of the axioms and rules of temporal logic most relevant to the ontology of time can be found at the end of Sch1]; implications of special relativity and thermodynamics on tense logic are discussed in Bur1].
Applications in Reasoning and in Planning Systems
If natural language understanding was the rst application area which moved researchers in Arti cial Intelligence to deal with time representation, it was the possibility of building systems which could reason about temporal facts which stimulated the most fruitful practical approaches. The application domains to which time reasoning has been applied are: planning Mcd1 The work of J. F. Allen must be acknowledged for its attempt to set the foundations for time reasoning systems All1, All2, All3]; he is concerned with properties of objects which HOLD in every subinterval of an interval, with events which de ne the interval in which they OCCUR, and with processes OCCUR-RING during some subinterval of an interval.
From the ontological point of view, the only thing on which authors agree is the use of rst order calculus against modal logic (although time modalities are treated in MPB1] and some mixed approaches are presented in Gal1]). With respect to all the other aspects the choices have been di erent and strongly debated Gal3, Tur1] ; while Allen favors intervals as basic time entities against point based descriptions, Galton, Mc Dermott and others use instants, and Kowalski uses events. Discrete time structures are often preferred, unless continuous phenomena are to be described, but this does not seem a critical issue, while authors contend again on the matter of linear vs. branching time. Table 1 Another controversial point in reasoning systems is in the possibility of establishing a causal relation between events related by a pure precedence relation. As we saw, causation is the source of a millenary debate among philosophers and scientists, who support or deny a cause-e ect relation; a proof that things are far from being settled is given by the work of Shoham Sho1] and by the critical reviews of it NDe1].
As a last point, I remember Temporal Databases as a complex form of time management in information systems. Traditional Database systems are static representations of the last updates performed on the stored information. However sometimes it could be necessary to keep the history of the updates to the database and also to update retroactively the information in the Database, on the base of data which have been known only recently. These operations require the addition of a temporal dimension to the DBMS and the de nition of a transaction time, i. e. the time the information was stored in the Database, and of a valid time, i. e. the time when the relationship in the enterprise being modeled was valid SAh1, TSC1]. These two times, together with the query time, i. e. the time the query is done, closely resemble the Reichenbach triad Rei1], mentioned before, query time being analogous to utterance time, valid time to event time, and transaction time to reference time. The last of a series of comprehensive bibliographies on all the di erent aspects of Temporal Databases appeared on ACM SIGMOD Record Soo1].
Applications in Software Engineering
The interest of software engineers for timing problems rst arose in the context of formal techniques for program veri cation, when methods successfully used with sequential programs failed to work with concurrent programs. In fact, the input-output relations computed by a program composed of two parallel processes cannot be inferred by combining the input-output relations computed by the two processes running independently, since they can be altered by possible interference between the processes themselves MPn1]. Standard propositional or rst-order calculus has been used to model the static part, while the dynamics is modeled by modal logic.
Very quickly the study was generalized to reactive systems, i. e. those programs whose role is to maintain an ongoing interaction with their environment, which include -besides concurrent programs -Real-time programs, and Operating Systems MPn2]. Many reactive programs do not even terminate (e. g. Operating Systems and Real-time process control systems), therefore the traditional veri cation techniques must be directed toward new classes of properties; Manna and Pnueli de ne them as follows MPn1]:
Invariance (Safety): program properties that hold continuously throughout the execution; they assure that nothing bad will happen. They are expressed through the always (necessity) modal clause 2p. Eventuality (Liveness): program properties that guarantee that some event will nally be accomplished; they assure that something good will happen.
They are expressed through the sometimes (possibility) modal clause }p. Precedence (Fairness): program properties stating that a certain event always precedes another; they are expressible using the until operator Up.
In these classes all the interesting properties of reactive systems are included, e. g. partial correctness and deadlock freedom (invariance), total correctness and responsiveness (eventuality), absence of unsolicited response and fair responsiveness (precedence).
We shall only mention that, together with the standard boolean connectives, the rst-order universal 8 and existential 9 quanti ers, the modal clauses (necessity having a universal nature and possibility having an existential one), and the until operator introduced above, many other temporal operators have been introduced and utilized in the literature; noticeably: next p, unless Wp, since Sp. The 2p (always p) and }p (sometimes p) operators, including the present instant as part of the future, are the re exive counterparts of the Priorean strict operators Gp (it will always be the case that p) and Fp (it will be the case that p).
Another distinction was made between the two operators sometimes ; p and not never }p whose meanings are equivalent in linear time, but di er in branching time Lam2, EHa1].
From an ontological point of view, it is interesting to notice that a temporal logic with the until operator and restricted to the future fragment is su cient to express all the rst-order properties of reactive systems Gal2, MPn2], other operators for future and past being useful, but not necessary. This can be explained with the fact that proving programs properties requires reasoning from a program step onwards and not viceversa. The need of formal speci cation languages comes out as a logical consequence of the possibility of formally proving program properties, since formal proofs need a formal statement of functional as well as of performance requirements. Several proposals have been made, mainly in the frame of Real-time process control applications, where timing constraints are an explicit requirement in assuring system integrity. Table 2 shows a comparison among some well known proposals of veri cation and speci cation systems. We can notice that all of them, except RTL, use modal logic (against reasoning systems, which prefer standard logic), systems applied to veri cation of concurrent programs preferring propositional calculus, while Real-time speci cation languages prefer 1 st order calculus. The two application domain di er also as to the adoption of a metric, which is necessary for real-time, whereas relative ordering is enough for concurrency. Other ontological issues common to most proposal are:
{ the discreteness of the time model (except Koymans, who is interested in continuous process control) ; { the choice for points or instantaneous events as basic time entities (except ITL). Once again, time topology requires a special consideration, since in software engineering, as well as in reasoning systems applications, it is a major source of debate among the di erent proposals. Contrasting with the simplicity of linear time logics, very complex branching time structures have been de ned. In branching time models two kind of formulas can be de ned: state formulas, which are valid at each time point, and path formulas, which hold over an entire path spanning many branches. In BPM1] quanti cation over possible futures and quanti cation over individual times are tightly combined into six non decomposable modalities, while in EHa1] the path quanti ers 8 (for all paths) and 9 (for some path) can be applied to expressions containing state quanti ers F; G; U; etc. to convert path formulas to state formulas and viceversa. Expressive power of the resulting model is the goal of branching time advocates EHa1] and really they succeed in providing it, however for most practical applications linear time models are su cient.
Besides linear and branching time, a third interesting topology is related to periodic phenomena; we saw above that circular time has been a very popular model in the past and that periodic time can be represented on the line by the series of the repeating events. A topology that integrates both aspects of periodicity and evolution in time is the helix in a three-dimensional space, where the base plane projection describes periodicity and the third coordinate axis describes evolution. A practical example of such a coordinate scheme is given by the \@" function in RTL, where the value of @(e,i) is the time of occurrence of the i th instance of the event e, as shown in gure 5. Fortunately, the problems computer engineers are faced with do not ask for metaphysical answers on the very nature of time, but they need a set of pragmatic guidelines which could assist designers and programmers in the realization of architectures and applications. We saw that the fundamental issues are the same both for hardware and for software, therefore a distinction on this ground does not seem useful, while a classi cation of temporal models based on the realistic requirements of the di erent applications seems much more fruitful. In this sense we can conclude that yes; everybody can have his \real" time! 
